For use with screen viewing area heights exceeding 13’7”.

**Before you start:**
- Leg sections should be arranged so that:
  - Vertical guide pins point up.
  - Horizontal guide pins point toward T-section.

**Red dots indicate recommended approximate points of attachment for leg clamps. Use the following rules for clamp placement:**

- **Clamp #1:** Attach within the top 6” of the leg.
- **Clamp #2:** Attach as close to the bottom of the screen frame as possible (normally attaches to the corner section).
- **Clamps #3, 4, 5:** Space the clamps equally between clamp #1 and #2.

**Part Numbers**
- 383784—Silver
- 383788—Black

**Caution:**
- Beware of pinch points.

**It is recommended that the bottom of the screen frame be positioned approximately 40” above the floor.**